
Cross-modal sensory interactions, processing, 
and representation in the Drosophila brain 

Postdoctoral posi-ons available at the following par-cipa-ng labs: 
Itai Cohen itai.cohen@cornell.edu; Department of Physics, Cornell University 
Noah Cowan  ncowan@jhu.edu; Department of Mechanical Engineering, Johns Hopkins University 
Brad Dickerson bdicker@princeton.edu; Princeton Neuroscience InsGtute, Princeton University 
Jessica Fox  jlf88@case.edu; Department of Biology, Case Western Reserve University 
Sung Soo Kim  sungsoo@ucsb.edu; Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology, UC Santa Barbara 
Marie Suver  marie.suver@vanderbilt.edu; Department of Biological Sciences, Vanderbilt University 
 
Robust navigaGon is criGcal for survival. How does the brain form a coherent representaGon from potenGally conflicGng 
mulGsensory informaGon, correct errors from perturbaGons, and generate robust behaviors? Our team will answer this 
quesGon using the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, with its rich suite of complex behaviors, full brain connectome, 
and powerful geneGc and physiological tools.  

We are in search of innova@ve and curious postdoctoral fellows to achieve this vision. Applicants should have 
a PhD, an excellent publicaGon record, be curious, and excited to learn. Postdocs will receive training in cuTng-edge 
techniques in neuroscience, drawing on our team’s diverse and complimentary experGse in animal behavior, physiology, 
two-photon microscopy, physics, and control theory. Trainees will travel between mulGple invesGgator’s labs to foster 
collaboraGon and facilitate sharing of technical experGse creaGng a unique opportunity to train with a team of labs with 
diverse approaches and obtain holisGc neuroscience training and mentorship.  

To apply, please send your CV, contact informaGon for 2–3 references, and a brief descripGon of research 
achievements and interest to one or more professors on the team (emails listed above). If there are candidates whom 
you would recommend for this opportunity, you can also reply to this message with their names and contact 
informaGon, and we will reach out to the candidate. This collaboraGve project is funded by a collaboraGve NIH BRAIN 
IniGaGve grant (1U01NS131438). 

Our team is comprised of a diverse set of invesGgators and have experience training diverse junior scienGsts. 
We also have experience supporGng trainees to secure subsequent posiGons that further their career goals. 
ParGcipaGng insGtutes are equal-opportunity employers. No person shall be denied employment on the basis of any 
legally prohibited discriminaGon involving, but not limited to, their race, color, creed, religion, naGonal or ethnic origin, 
sex, sexual orientaGon, gender idenGty or expression, age, disability, or veteran status. 
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